
My name is Greg Johnson, my
friends call me the Moose Man.
I am inviting you to discover and
experience the Raging Boars of
Bear Mountain.
Join me as my Guest on an all
Inclusive Boar Hunting
Adventure in Upper Michigan.
Pursue the Beast of your dreams
in the Great Northern Forest.

Located in the center of the North American wilderness is
Bear Mountain Lodge. Contained within the bedrock
canyons and the upland hardwoods and a massive cedar
forest, is a hunting adventure for those who desire to pursue
the World’s Number One Game Animal of all times.

Snuggled sweetly into a southern facing slope of Bear Bluff,
the Lodge receives an incredible amount of sunlight all year
long. This secluded retreat is designed to assist you in Slaying
your “Bucket List” Boar.

Stay at a 5 Star Wilderness Lodge. Experience your finest
hour pursing your Beast at North America's Premier Boar
Hunting Estate. When you return from the challenges of the
dark forest all the luxuries of modern civilization await you.
Enjoy exquisite dining as our honored Guest and be ready to
tell your stories. Glasses are lifted high to salute you the
Hunter as you are toasted for surviving the trials and
tribulations within the labyrinth of the Evergreen Forest. All
hail the “Beast Slayer” rings throughout the Lodge.

There are four Prime Hunting seasons:  the Autumn Rut, the
Siberian Snow Hunt, Spring Fever, and Super Kool Summer
Hunts. You can now Hunt around your schedule, anytime of
the year that you please. Hunt with your choice of Weapons
and your choice of Hunting Styles.

Travel back in time to pursue a Primordial Beast that is not
only a thrilling and challenging to hunt, but also the finest
eating animal since man first discovered fire. This is your
golden opportunity to fill your desires to Hunt and Slay an
Authentic Boar without leaving the security and safety of the
USA. Adventure Awaits you, 
Now is the time to take Action.

Is it the fun of chasing a Rut Crazed Boar through the
Northwoods? Or is it the Challenge of going Head-to-Head
down on the ground with a Beast that can and will  Hunt
you Back? Or is it all about doing things right so you can
experince a perfect Hunt that is done correctly? Or is it the
peace, tranquility and serenity of the Great Northern Forest
as it patiently draws you in for an efficient Kill.

Bear Mountain LLC Boar Hunting Adventure
- Giant Authentic Boar - Fully Guided Hunt 
- Boar’s Native Habitat - Lodging & Meals
- Natural Environment - Meat Processing
- Hunt All Four Seasons - Taxidermy 
- Choice of Weapons - No Age Limit
- Multiple Hunt Styles - Business Packages

Yes, a Raging Boar is on my “Bucket List”, and here is 
the next step:

Bonus #1 DVD of an actual Raging Boar Hunt
Bonus #2 Seven Deadly Secrets of Boar Hunting
Bonus #3 Hunt Planning Package - “Blue Sheet”
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YOU ARE ON A FULLY GUIDED HUNT
- START TO FINISH

From the security
and excitement of
a Novice's “First
Kill” to the
thrills and spills

of an extreme
Trophy Hunter your

Boar Hunt is tailored to you. Your Guide will work
with you to set the level of intensity based on your
experience, capabilities and desires. Hunting Scenarios
range from extreme jump shooting to the safety of a
traditional Northwoods Ambush over a feeding zone
and everything in between. There are Hunters who
prefer their Guide surgically attached at the hip, while
others desire room to roam. This is Your Adventure
and you Hunt the way that works best for You.

BOW HUNTERS “RULE”- GUNS ARE TOO EASY...

Will you choose the traditional path, with a stick and
string, down on the ground for a Head to Head battle
with your Beast? Or will you hunt from one of our
many elevated platforms where you survey the forest
floor from within the trees tops and pinpoint your prey
from above?

At the Mountain you set the stage and deliver the
messenger that brings forth the silent kiss of death.

MUZZLE LOADING MADNESS...

A strike of lightning, a cloud of smoke, the sweet smell of
burnt powder and the deep rich bellowing echo of a front
loader is a classic way to hunt Boar. Bring your favorite
smoke pole whether you shoot a ball and patch, or the
high tech sabot, you are invited to hunt with your choice
of weapon. Unleash the burning flash of the primitive
flint lock or enjoy the incredible accuracy of a modern
day in-line, as all Weapons of the Hunt are welcome.

Standing in 7 inches of fresh white powder you are
staring 21 yards into the Blood Red Eyes of a 427
pound Raging Boar. Snow hangs from the branches.
Pine scent swirls in the crisp clean air. Foaming
at the mouth, the Beast “Pops” his “Cutters” 
as Steam billows from his nostrils. Stomping 
the snow, the Boar focuses his attention on You, 
a sure sign of aggression.

DOES HE CHARGE OR DOES HE FLEE?

Since the Dawn of Time Hunters have Challenged
their Bravery and Skills by doing battle with the
Wild Boar.

From the Rugged Mountain peaks to the depths of
the Black Forest, Hunters have proven their Courage
and Heart through Mortal Combat with this savage
Beast of the Great White North.

Within the Ancient Halls of the Mountain Kings
Great Feasts of Wild Boar filled the bellies and
warmed the souls of these Noble Sportsmen. As true
Champions of the Hunt, these first “Boar Slayers”
were honored and appreciated by all. The Hunter
ruled supreme bringing Civilization to all Mankind.

WILL YOU HOLD THE LINE?

The Roar of the Boar Rings in your ears as you
Stand before the Full Fury of a Charging Boar. The
Hunt is on and time stands still as the “Alpha” Beast
Challenges you for Supremacy of the Great Northern
Forest.

Yes, a Raging Boar is a worthy adversary that
creates a fabulous meal suitable for the Table of a
King. Now is the time to take action to Slay the Boar
of your dreams and fill your table with Honey
Smoked Hams, Butterflied Back-Straps and Baby
Back Ribs you could just die for...

HYPER-VELOCITY MAGNUM

Would you like to reach out at the greatest of
distance,to truly test your power and skills? Cool

mountain air expands in your lungs and the
steady pull of your trigger breaks the
morning stillness with the roar of thunder
bouncing off the distance horizon. You send
forth a clear warning to all who travel the

Northwoods that a killer is among them.

BIG BORES AND BRUSH BUSTERS

Enter the big cedar forest to pursue Black Death. Step
quietly and cautiously as you explore the inner reaches
of his lair and unravel the interwoven maze of game
trails. When you encounter the Beast on his turf you
will appreciate the added knock down power of a “Big
Bore” Rifle. You are encouraged to carry a big caliber
fast action “Brush Buster” with multiple cartridges in
the tube when pursuing Boar in the labyrinth of the
evergreen forest.

HAND CANNONS AND MORE...

Big Bore Wheel guns are legal and fun. The monstrous
boom and the flames of destruction are at your finger
tips. Remember when you are up close and personal
with a charging boar you may need everyone of those
precious jewels of death contained in the massive
cylinders, as a Raging Boar can take a tremendous
amount of fire power and keep on coming...

The Boars of Bear Mountain are thriving in their
Native Habitat and Natural Environment. They’ve
grown to tremendous size with razor sharp tusks and a
Bad Attitude, for your Boar Hunting Adventure.

Sport of Kings Hunt & Slay Your “Bucket List” Boar
…even if You’ve Never Hunted Boar Before

The Number One Game Animal of All Times
Call: 800-676-9821  Explore: RagingBoars.com

“What we do in this lifetime echoes
thoughout eternity. Since you have not

hunted the Raging Boars, then you still have 
one more incredible journey to make...”
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